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Parity inversion in the N= 7 isotones and the pairing blocking effect 
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The panty inversion anomaly in the spectra of N= 7 lSOtones ~s discussed based on contemporary shell-model wave functions 
It is shown that the proton-neutron monopole interaction in the mean field has a large effect on the energy gap between the ½- 
and ½ + states in 1 ~Be, but not enough to explain the inverted spectrum We point out that the effects of quadrupole core excitation 
and palnng blocking are equally tmportant to make the panty mversmn in t 1Be It is predicted that 9He has also a parity lnversmn 
in the ground state due to the pamng blocking 

The essential mechanism which causes the parity 
inversion in ~lBe has been a long-standing open ques- 
t ion [ 1 ] the J~=  ½ + state is the ground state of 11Be, 

while the naive shell-model would predict a J ~ =  ½ - 
state as the ground state of this odd-even  1 p-shell nu- 
cleus Although many  large-basis shell-model calcu- 
lations [ 2-6  ] have been carried out, they do not all 
reproduce the parity inversion For those calcula- 
t ions that do reproduce the inversion [ 7-9,5 ], it is 
important  to go beyond just  the numerical results and 
to unders tand the quali tat ive physical mechanisms 
responsible In this letter we explore this issue from 
the weak couphng picture of the core and valence 
particle The validity of this model is discussed in 
comparison with reahstlc shell model wave func- 
tions We also study how these mechanisms affect 
other odd-even N =  7 lsotones, in particular 9He The 

shell-model calculations are performed by using the 
recent Warbur ton-Brown effective interact ion [ 7 ] 
This new Interaction was obtained from a least 
squares fit of single-particle energies, two-body ma- 
trix elements and two-body interact ion potential  
strengths to 51 lp  shell data and 165 l p - l d 2 s  (cross 
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shell) data on binding energies and excitation ener- 
gies in nuclei with A = 10-22 The RMS deviat ion be- 
tween the theoretical and experimental  energies was 
about 330 keV This interaction represents a signifi- 
cant improvement  over the Ml l lener -Kura th  inter- 
action [ 3] m many ways, but  most important ly for 
this work, In ItS ability to accommodate a reahstlc N 
and Z dependence of the single-particle energies over 
a wide range of nuclei 

In the early 1960s, Talml and U n n a  first noticed 
the parity reversion problem in ~Be [1 ] and sug- 
gested that the p ro ton -neu t ron  monopole Interac- 
t ion in the mean field was the main  cause We have 
performed Har t ree-Fock (HF)  calculations for the 
N =  7 lSOtones to study the effect of the p ro ton-neu-  
tron interactton in the mean field spectra The HF  
results in fig 1 are obtained by using the Skyrme force 

SGII [ 10 ], and the particles are assumed to occupy 
the lowest single-particle orbits in the HF  potential 
in order One observes large changes in the single- 
particle energies of the lp- and 2sld-shell orbits when 

one decreases the proton numbers  This is due to a 
shallower neutron potential  for smaller N =  7 nuclei, 
and the neu t ron-p ro ton  interaction is responsible for 
this change Notice also the inversion of the 2s~/2-state 
and lds/2-0rbits which is caused by a smaller kinetic 
energy for the loosely-bound 2Sl/2 than that of ld5/2 
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Fig 1 HF single particle energms for the N= 7 lsotones calcu- 
lated with the Skyrme mteractmn SGII [ 10] 
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However, the energy gap between the 2Sl/2- and lpl/2 
-state is still larger than 5 MeV and the pro ton-neu-  
tron monopole interaction is thus not enough to ex- 
plain the parity inversion 

We note that this 5 MeV is the energy difference of  
the 2s,/2 single-particle state and the I P l/2 single-hole 
state of"~2Be", where by "lEBe" we mean the semi- 
closed lp-shell configuration for this nucleus The 
corrections which remain to be considered are jus t  
the lp-shell proton pairing for the lpl/2 state But for 
the 2Sl/2 state we need to consider in addition the ef- 
fect o f  removing two neutron holes whmh leads to 
contributions from ( 1 ) the quadrupole collectivity of  
l°Be, (2) the lp-shell neutron pairing, and (3)  the 
change in monopole  interaction It turns out with the 
Warbur ton-Brown interaction that (3) can be Ig- 
nored We will now discuss the contrIbutmns from 
( 1 ) and (2) 

A large deformation can also give an inverted spec- 
t rum of  the posmve-  and negative-panty states the 
positive-parity state with the asymptotic quantum 
number  [Nn3A£2] = [220 ½ ] comes lower in energy 
than the negative parity state [ I01 ½ ] near the quad- 
rupole deformatmn f12-~ 0 7 m the deformed Nilsson 
diagram (see ref [ 11 ] p 221 ) These states trace back 
tO ld5/2- and lPl/2-states, respectively, In the spheri- 
cal limit Ragnarson et al [ 12 ] performed cranking 
shell-model calculations with these Nilsson wave 
functions In their calculations with different crank- 
ing Hamiltonlans,  the ~ + state came lower in energy 
than or at most  about the same energy as the ½ + state 

This is due to the fact that the deformed Nllsson wave 
function with the asymptotic quantum number  
[Nn3A~] = [220 ½ ] at f12---0 7 is 80% ld5/2, and the 
2Sl/z-state is a small component  Since the ~+-state 
must  be an excited state with Ex t> 1 7 MeV in the ex- 
periment, a large deformation is unlikely in the 
ground state o f  11Be It has also been pointed out that 
a large deformatmn cannot explain the experimental 
data for the total reaction cross sections o f  l 'Be both 
at high and m e d m m  energy heavy mn experiments 
[ 13 ] This IS due to the fact that the dominant  1 ds/2- 
wave function m the Nllsson [220 ½ ] state does not 
have a large halo due to the centrifugal barrier 

Although a large deformation in the intrlnsm frame 
is unlikely, the 2 + core excitatmn coupled with the 
lds/2-state is an important  component  in the lowest 
½ + shell-model state in 11Be We will now estimate 
the effect of  the mixing of  the core excitation The ½ + 
ground state o f  l lBe can be expressed approximately 
as [14] 

I I + ) = O t s l 2 S l / 2 X 0 + ) + a d l l d s / 2 X 2  + )  , (1)  

where 0 + and 2 + are the ground state and the first 
excited state at Ex= 3 37 MeV m l°Be and ad will be 
calculated in perturbation theory The single-particle 
energy of  the lds/2-state is 1-2 MeV higher than that 
of  the 2sl/2-state in the HF  calculatmns, and thus the 
total energy denominator  for Otd IS about 5 MeV The 
coupling matrix element (2S l /EX0  + [ Vcoup I ld5/2 
X 2 + ) IS proportmnal to the transition amphtude of  
the core excitation in the particle-vibration coupling 
model (see ref [ 11 ] p 417) Using the experimental 
t ransmon strength from the ground state to the 2 + 
state m t°Be which ~s several times larger than the 
slngle-partmle unit, the coupling matrix element ts 
estimated to be 2 7 MeV Thus a 2 ~ 0 20 and the en- 
ergy of  the ground state is lowered by about 1 5 MeV 
This estimate is consistent with the full shell-model 
calculatmn as well as the fact that the l°Be to tlBe 
2Sl/2 spectroscopic factor is large We note, however, 
that the most direct test of  the a~ component  will 
come from a measurement o f  the llBe to ~°Be 2 + 
1 d5/2 spectroscopic factor using a radioactive beam 

Finally, we will discuss the effect of  the pairing cor- 
relatmns The spectfic issue we address is the Pauh 
blocking effect due to the presence o f  the last neutron 
in N =  7 lSOtones Suppose the dominant  configura- 
tion of  the ground state ~s 2st/2 and the first excited 
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state is lpt/2 which is the case in ~Be There are four 
available pairing configurations in the lp-shell orbits 
for the ground state in roBe as is shown in fig 2 The 
configurations (a) and (b) are available for both the 
positive- and the negative-parity states On the other 
hand, the configurations (c) and (d) contribute to 
the positive-parity state, but not to the negative-par- 
ity state because of the Pauh blocking effect due to 
the presence of one additional neutron in the lpl/2- 
orbit The difference makes a substantial effect on the 
off-diagonal pairing matrix element as we will now 
show We note that even though the diagrams on fig 
2 are based upon a roBe core, we only use this core 
w,th respect to an evaluation of the pamng and quad- 
rupole contributions, and, as mentioned above, the 
single-particle energy themselves are with respect to 
a 12Be core 

Let us now study the pairing correlations quanu- 
tauvely by using more realistic shell model wave 
functions We expand the even-even core part of the 
shell-model wave function as 

I t>=  ~ C(t, a )  lot) , (2) 
~= =a,b,c,d 

where C(t, a) is the shell-model amphtude for each 
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Fig 2 Palnng configuratmns for the t°Be core All configura- 
tmns contribute to the pamng correlatmn for the ½ + state, while 
only two configuratmns (a) and (b) contribute for the ½- state 

configuration The wave functions are calculated with 
a full 0hog-configuration space for negative-parity 
states and a full l hog-configuration space for posi- 
t ive-panty states by using the same effect,ve interac- 
tion [ 7 ] The pairing matrix element for the ½ - state 
lS 

(½-  [ Vpa~r 1½-) 

=C( ½-, a )2 (a l  Vpa~rla) +C(½-, b)2(bl  Vv~,r Ib ) 

+ 2 ×  C(½-, a)C(½-, b) (a l  Vp~,, I b)  (3) 

There is only one cross term in eq (3) The matrix 
element for the posmve-panty state has more terms 

( 1 +  17 1+ 

=C(½ +, a ) 2 ( a  I Vpa,,la) +C(½ +, b)2(bl  Vp~,r Ib)  

+C(½ +, c)2 (cl Vpa~r IC) +C(½ +, d)2 (dl  Vp~,r Id)  

+2× C(½ +, a)C(½ +, b) (a l  Vp~,r Ib)  

+ 2 ×  C(½ +, a)C(½ +, c)(al VD= Ic) 

+ 2 ×  C(½ +, b)C(½ +, d) (bl  Vp= Id)  

+ 2 ×  C(½ +, c)C(½ +, d) (cl Vo,,~ Id> (4) 

The two-body pairing matrix elements for lp-shell 
nuclei are 

( (P3/2)21 Vpalr [ (P3/2) 2 ) = - 3  85 MeV, 

( (P3/2)21Vpalr I (Pl/2) 2 ) = --3 84 MeV, 

( (pl/2)21Vp~,r I (pl/2) 2) = -- 1 22 MeV 

for the present calculations [ 7 ] The palr, ng energy 
difference between the two states is found to be large 

~paxr=(½--1  Vpa,rt½-->--(½+[ Vpatr[½+> 

=2  19MeV (5) 

The 5 MeV energy difference between the 2%/2 and 
the 1pl/2 states in the mean field, as shown in fig 1, 
is thus effectively reduced to about zero by a combl- 
nanon of the core excitation and the Paul1 blocking 
effects The blocking effect exists also for other N =  7 
nuclei In 9He, the value AEp~lr is 3 28 MeV which 
could result in another inverted spectrum m this nu- 
cleus The value of AEvax~ in 13C is 2 42 MeV which is 
not enough to make the parity inversion because of 
the larger single-particle energy gap, and a somewhat 
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smaller effect of the 2 + core excitation compared to 
l~Be 

In  summary,  we have stud~ed the possible mecha- 

msms for the pan ty  mversxon spectrum of ~Be We 
have pointed out that the core excitation to the first 

2+-state and the p a m n g  blocking effect are both im- 
portant  to produce the pan ty  reversion The p ro ton-  
neutron monopole  interaction in the mean  field ~s 

s~gmficant, but  not enough to make the reverted 

spectra as in shown m fig 1 Our  study suggests a pos- 
sible pan ty  reversion also m 9He The combined ef- 

fects of 2 ÷ core excitation and Pauh blocking are xm- 
portant  for reducing the excl tauon energy of "core 

exoted"  states of nucle~ m a wxde region of the mass 
table [ 15,16 ] However, it is only when these are 

combined w~th the reduced single-particle spacing, 
which occurs for loosely bound  states m nuclei far 

from stabdlty, that the pecuhar feature o f " p a n t y  m- 
version" and "islands of reversion" occurs 

The feature we have d~scussed here for the N =  7 

~sotones has interesting xmphcat~ons for other nucle~ 
m th~s mass region near the neutron-dr ip  For exam- 
ple, the Warbur ton-Brown interaction [ 7 ] predicts 

that the configurations with two neutrons  excited 

from the 1 p to the 1 d2s shell are degenerate wxth the 
lp  shell configuration for 12Be and I~L1 because of 

the same physical reasons described m th~s letter It 
will be impor tant  m future theoretical investigations 

to explore the consequences of the m~xmg between 
these 1 p and 1 d2s configurations [ 17 ] and the rela- 

t ionship with the cluster and three-body con t inuum 
models which have been used for ~LI [ 18 ] 
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